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1 - Allison in Sonics World

Allison is at the candy bar at the pool while Rachel makes her way to the diving board to
try and set a world record for...

Rachel:THE BIGGEST SPLASH EVER!!!!!!!!!!

Allison(eating a hot dog):Better eat fast!

Amie(sitting at the ledge of the pool):ONLY A GIANT PERSON LIKE ACE THE HAWK COULD MAKE
THE
BIGGEST SPLASH EVER, RACHEL!!!

Ace:Hows about we have a contest. *whispers to the cash regester person*
can I have some mustard on that?

Rachel:k. Ill go first. *jumps off the really high diving board* AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Rachel goes through a portal

Rachel:wha? where am I?

she gets up and...

Amy:AHH! human! *runs from Rachel* Sonic help me!!

Sonic(tapping his foot in front of Rachel still lying down):Well what do we have here?

Rachel:Sonic? Is this a dream? *gets up*

Sonic:Thats Nights into dreams if you want that video game.

Rachel:Is this a video game?

Sonic:NO. This, is planet Mobius.

Back at the pool on earth...

Allison: OH NO! She went through a portal!!!

Ace:I WIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Ace and Aaron slap hands



Allison:IM COMMING RACHEL!!!

jumps off the same diving board

Allison:AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

goes through another portal

Allison:WOW they really changed the world in a millisecond.

Knuckles:Human...........RUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Allison:Knuckles! Wait!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Knuckles:You know me?

Allison:yeah. Your TV show. Sonic X.

Knuckles:Why didnt sonic tell me he was named after a TV show.

drags Allison to Sonic

Knuckles:Look at what I got Sonic!

Sonic:I have one too...what should we do with them?

Amie drops into Mobius...

Amie:Hi! I decided to drop in! ...Hello?

Amy: Another human...whats up girl?

Amie:im looking for my friends.

Amy:whats your name?

Amie:Amie.

Amy:Amie eh?

Amie:yep.

Amy:what should I do with you?



Amie:Help me look for my hat?

Amy:Id rather take you to Sonic for help.

Aaron(AKA Mightyboy7)drops into Mobius.

Aaron:woh. Is this where the others went?

Tails:Hey! Who are you? Its not possible to travel to another planet unless you went
through a time warp or you have the right things for space travel.

Aaron:I guess that diving board was pretty high. But it couldnt have been possible
to warp to another planet.

Tails:Hey! You wernt confused when I said all that stuff! You and me are going to be best
buddys! Better tell Sonic!

Draggs Aaron to Sonic...

Sonic:Hey Knuckles! Whats up? Tails? Amy? What are you guys doing here?

Knuckles:Why diddnt you tell me we have a TV show?

Sonic:Uh...heh heh.

Amy:I found this human named Amie! What should I do with her?

Sonic:How should I know?

Tails:Hey Sonic I made a human friend!

Sonic:Thats great Tails but WHY ARE YOU ALL HERE?

Knuckles Tails and Amy:What should we do with them?

Sonic:I DONT KNOW!!!!!!!!!!!!
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